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II Communication Skills for the Peer Counselor

Abstract:
In order to be effective as a Peer Counselor, one must be able to understand and empathize with
the situation and feelings of one's clients.  The PC must be able to offer empathy, information,
encouragement and support to breastfeeding mothers without giving advice.  This module offers
basic communication instruction and practice in communication and group leading skills.

Resources:
THE WOMANLY ART OF BREASTFEEDING, 6th edition, chapters 20 & 21; THE
BREASTFEEDING ANSWER BOOK, revised edition, chapter 1; THE LEADER'S
HANDBOOK, revised edition

Complimentary Reading:   
HRE WORKBOOK, 3rd edition; Counseling Strategies and Intervention Techniques for
Human Services, Wicks & Parsons, 2nd edition, Longman, NY

Handouts:   
Adult Group Learning, Communication Skills Outline, Feeling-Word List; Facial Expressions,
Listening:  Tips for the Peer Counselor, Role-playing Situations, Communicating With Health-
Care Professionals, Guidelines for Working With an Interpreter

Extracurricular Activities:
Practice using the active listening techniques we'll be learning today within your own group of
family and friends.  Share the results with the group during the next session.

Approximate Instruction Time:  1 hr. minimum

Discussion suggestions:
What do you think makes a discussion-group effective?  What qualities do you look for in a
person you might want to turn to for help?

NOTE:  Before you introduce the material in this module, read it carefully and then decide what
will be appropriate for your class.  You may decide to offer much of this in a separate
workshop session after the initial training.
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Outline:  Module II - COMMUNICATION SKILLS

A. Breastfeeding Support-Group Meetings
1. An integral part of supporting breastfeeding mothers

2. Support-groups for pregnant and/or breastfeeding mothers offer a unique opportunity 
for learning.  In an environment which is supportive and nurturing, attendees can let off 
steam, acquire breastfeeding information, learn mothering skills through observation of 
other mothers interacting with their infants, learn how to work through problems which 
mothers have been unable to solve on their own and, some feel most importantly, gain 
social support for their infant-feeding and mothering choices.

3. Adult Group Learning  (See and discuss handout)

A "Special Survey Research Project by the Audio Visual Association" reports that 
adults retain:

10% of what they READ
20% of what they HEAR
30% of what they SEE
50% of what they SEE & HEAR
80% of what they SAY
90% of what they SAY & DO

Adult group learning is a cyclical process that usually takes place in 4 stages.  
Group learning provides an opportunity to share concrete experiences; an opportunity 
for reflection; time to explore new theories and solutions; and an atmosphere that is 
encouraging and nurturing

The Training Administrator may want to use an example from her own experience, or 
elicit examples from participants as to how attendance at a breastfeeding support-group 
facilitated learning for her.

4. Setting the physical scene
a. Seating which facilitates discussion, i.e. circular or semi-circular
b. Physical safety and comfort of participants
c. Refreshments

5. Setting the standards or expectations for the group includes modeling the behavior you 
want participants to use; making introductions, announcements, stating the purpose of 
the meeting, "housekeeping" information, etc.

6. Choosing a format
a. Conversation-style format - group facilitator opens discussion with a prepared 

question.  Participants respond to the question at their own pace, describing their 
experience.

b. Round-Robin format - group facilitator opens the discussion with a question which 
is answered by each participant in turn, moving around the circle.

7. Visual and/or Discussion Aids - not necessary, but sometimes nice
a. Can be used to emphasize points being made
b. May give the meeting automatic momentum and/or control the direction of the 

meeting
c. May make the discussion easier to follow
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8. Group facilitator's role
a. Open and close the meeting
b. Stimulate discussion and encourage participation
c. Offer information pertinent to participants needs and/or topic of discussion 

and/or to correct misinformation
d. Guide the discussion and keep participants on topic
e. Keep records 

B. Peer Counseling Goals
1. To be a safe, non-judgmental, informative and helpful listener to whom mothers 

can talk about breastfeeding

2. To help a mother clarify and understand her situation and to assist her to find 
her own solution to her situation

3. To offer information and assist the mother in discovering options which might 
be helpful in her situation

4. To empower others and to show them the gift of themselves.  To help them see 
themselves as capable people and boost their self-esteem

C. Counseling does not mean giving advice!  Dangers of Giving Advice
1. Many people resist taking advice.  They may be skeptical that your advice may 

not work or they just may not want to do what someone else tells them to do.

2.  Advice does not help your client solve her own problems.

3. If you give advice to a mother and she follows it and succeeds, she may become 
dependent upon you.

4. If you give advice to a mother and she follows it and fails, she may blame you.

5. If you give advice to a mother and she decides not to follow it and succeeds, 
you've lost your credibility.

6. If you give advice to a mother and she decides not to follow it and fails, she will 
see herself as incapable and powerless and you as unapproachable.

D. Counseling situations encountered by Peer Counselors:
1. The PC's will be counseling women at different stages in their mothering 

careers, i.e. women pregnant with their first child; pregnant women with one or 
more older children;  experienced and knowledgeable breastfeeding mothers; 
mothers who have breastfed but weaned before they had planned because of 
problems, bad information or advice;  mothers experienced with breastfeeding 
and bottle-feeding; mothers experienced with bottle-feeding only; breastfeeding 
women in the early postpartum period; breastfeeding mothers of older babies; 
at-home mothers; mothers who will return to work or school after their babies 
are born.  Peer Counselors will be helping mothers of healthy, full-term babies 
and mothers of premature and/or ill babies.  The PC's may be counseling 
mothers in group situations, one-to-one, over the telephone or even through the 
mail.

2. THE BREASTFEEDING ANSWER BOOK, Chapter 1, is entitled Giving 
Effective Breastfeeding Help.  The first two paragraphs state, "Although accurate
breastfeeding information is essential when a woman asks for breastfeeding
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help, she is also looking for reassurance.  The breastfeeding counselor must find a way 
to put the mother at ease and establish a feeling of rapport.  She listens carefully to 
show that she is really interested in helping the mother.  She asks questions to help to 
clarify the situation. She helps the mother identify her feelings to help her focus on what
is important to her. She offers information, makes suggestions, and discusses options, 
helping the mother weigh the pros and cons.  She puts her own feelings and experiences
in the background and makes the mother the main focus."

"Sometimes a mother calls with a specific breastfeeding question and need 
straightforward information.  But more often, when a mother calls she begins with a 
simple question that leads to a discussion of more general topics and complex feelings.  
Breastfeeding is more than just a method of feeding; it is also a way of caring for and 
comforting a baby.  For many mothers, breastfeeding becomes an integral part of their 
relationship with their baby.  So when questions about breastfeeding arise, it is not 
unusual for them to also involve their feelings about being a mother.  Clarifying their 
feelings allows the mothers to distinguish their own feelings from the attitudes and 
opinions of those around them and helps them make decisions with which they will be 
most comfortable.  With calls like this, active listening is a useful tool."

E. Active Listening:  In most all counseling situations, active listening is used to help the 
mother feel at ease and to help the counselor get "in tune" with the mother and also to elicit 
important information.  A counselor who is listening actively helps the mother get in touch 
with and clarify her own feelings.  Active listening involves having empathy for the mother. 
Having empathy for the mother means understanding her from her point of view.  The 
counselor need not agree with her point of view.  The counselor just needs to understand it 
and communicate that understanding to the client.  So, how do we actively listen?  First, 
there is "body language".  Your body language will communicate to the mother whether or 
not you are really interested in what she is saying, no matter what you say to her!
1. Attending Behavior:  Your body language during counseling is called your 

Attending Behavior.
a. Eye Contact:  During one-to-one counseling, look the mother in the eye as 

frequently as possible as you listen to and speak with her.  This indicates 
that you are really interested in her situation and what she is saying.  It also 
communicates your credibility and honesty.  If eye contact seems to make a 
particular mother shy away and drop her eyes or look away, or if looking 
directly into the client's eyes makes the counselor feel uncomfortable, look at  
the mother's forehead instead of directly at her eyes.  If she has a baby with 
her, look at her baby some of the time instead of at her.  In a group  
counseling or teaching situation, try to look into the eyes of each person in 
the group, shifting your gaze from person to person periodically.

Have you ever had the experience of talking with someone who looked, not at 
you, but at something or someone else while you were speaking?  How did that 
make you feel?  Why?
b. Body Placement:  Strive for the following in your body language.

1. A relaxed appearance
2. Face toward the person or group
3. Lean slightly forward toward the person or group
4. Look confident

c. Gestures:  The following gestures indicate you are willing and able to listen.
1. Strive for an "open" placement of hands and arms.
2. Avoid folding arms across your chest.
3. Try to appear relaxed, not stiff or rigid
4. Hand gestures should be made toward the person or group
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d. Legs & Feet:  Pointing feet and legs toward the person or the group also 
indicates that you are attentive

e. Facial Expression/Voice Tone:  Smile!  A "sour puss" is not appropriate.  
Using a friendly tone of voice is important because it communicates respect 
for the client.

f. Good Attending Behavior:
1. Indicates interest in the other
2. Models the behavior you wish others to display
3. Conveys understanding and therefore builds rapport

Practice modeling and interpreting body language with the group.  The 
instructor might say, "I would like each of us, in turn, to use our body 
language to model a feeling or an attitude while the rest of the group tries to 
identify the feeling or attitude we model.  We will probably find the Feeling 
Words List and the Facial Expressions handouts useful for generating 
ideas."

(The instructor should go first.  Model an easily-identified body language 
such as "anger", "sadness" or "fear".  Exaggerate your posture, facial 
expression, and gestures if the participants are having trouble identifying 
how you feel.  After the group has correctly  interpreted your body language,
encourage their efforts by saying something like, "Good, you're getting the 
idea!" Go around the group circle twice, so that each participant gets two 
opportunities to model a body language.  Encourage their efforts.)

2. Reading Body Language (Nonverbal Behavior):
a. The body language of a client can provide the counselor with accurate 

information regarding the client's state of mind and situation.  For example, 
when you ask a pregnant mother, "Have you thought about breastfeeding 
your baby?" her body language will communicate to you, no matter what she 
says, how she really feels about breastfeeding. She may act enthusiastic, 
interested, suspicious, confused, etc.

b. (Instructor may want to model those, or other body language reactions to the 
question "Have you thought about breastfeeding your baby" and ask the 
PC's to identify the attitude toward breastfeeding the instructor is modeling.)

c. "Reading" a client's body language can offer the counselor an opportunity to
start a conversation.  Reading the client's body language can give the 
counselor a clue to the client's real feelings on a subject and can allow the 
counselor to confront any discrepancy between the client's body language 
and what the client is saying.

d. (Instructor may now want to model a discrepancy between body language 
and verbal communication by slumping over, half-closing his or her eyes, 
resting the chin in the hand and yawning while saying, "I'm okay.  I'm 
coping okay with the baby's frequent nighttime feedings.  I'm sure I'm 
getting enough rest.  I'm okay."  Then ask the participants to discuss what 
they observed, what they heard, and what they believe is the reality of the 
situation.)

3. Review and discuss the following:
a. Accurate Feedback can be gained by the counselor by observing the body 

language of the client.
b. Insight into effects of confrontation.  Reading the client's body language can 

provide insight into the counselor's effectiveness in the situation.
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c. Basis for starting a conversation.  Observing and commenting on a client's 
obvious body language may be a good way to open a dialogue with her.  For 
instance, when meeting with a mother with a new baby, you notice that the 
mother is smiling and happy, the counselor may comment, "You really seem 
to be enjoying your new baby!"

d. Basis for confrontation of discrepancy.  Observing and commenting on a 
client's body language when it does not match what the client is saying can 
help make the client feel understood and, perhaps, tell the counselor more 
about her situation.  For instance, if the client says she is getting enough 
sleep, although her infant is waking frequently during the night, but her body 
language says that she is exhausted, the counselor may comment to the 
client, "I hear you say that you're well-rested, but it looks as though  you're 
ready to fall asleep right now!"

4. Identifying Feelings:
a. Actively listening to our clients involves identifying what emotion or 

emotions the client is feeling, and letting them know that we recognize the 
feelings behind what they are communicating to us by their statements and 
non-verbal behavior.  We can call this "Reflective or Active Listening" 
because we identify and reflect back to the client, like a mirror, her feelings 
as we understand them.

b.  The counselor does not necessarily need to agree with the client's 
interpretation of her situation, but we do need to communicate respect for the 
client by recognizing and accepting her feelings.

c. A person who is upset tends to lose perspective.  By attempting to 
understand the emotions the client is feeling and then verbalizing them for 
the client, the client gains insight into her own situation, which lays the 
foundation for the client to solve her own problem.

d. This technique is effective because it Builds rapport
e. This technique is effective because it Puts the client in touch with what she is 

feeling
f. "You feel...........".  When someone sends you a feeling message, think to 

yourself  "What is he/she feeling?".  Think of a feeling word that describes 
the emotion being expressed.

Practice identifying feelings and responding empathetically with a reflective-
listening response.  After thinking of a feeling word that describes the 
emotion being expressed, use that feeling word in a sentence in response to 
the statement by filling in the blank in our formula, "You feel...".  (Suggest 
that the PC's refer to the Feeling Words list in their handouts as each of them, 
in turn, tries to identify a feeling being communicated as the instructor, or the 
PC sitting to the right of the mother who is identifying the feeling, reads a 
statement from the Role-playing Situations handout.  Go around the group, 
round-robin style giving each participant at least two opportunities to identify 
the feelings behind two different statements.)

Encourage their efforts.  (You may also want to say something like, "It may 
feel strange to you to have to stop and think before you respond.  Any new 
behavior can make one feel uncomfortable.  The more you practice and use 
this skill, the easier and more natural it will become for you.  Remember, 
practice plus patience equals progress.  Try using reflective listening 
responses in your daily conversations. Identifying feelings is the basis, the 
first "building block" to developing effective counseling skills.  Don't be 
overly concerned about doing it "just so".  You don't have to be perfect.)
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5. Identifying Feelings and Meanings
a. Let's take our communication skills one step further.  We are now going to 

learn and practice adding the reason for the feeling.
b. Identifying and reflecting feelings and meanings is an effective technique 

because it Builds Continuity into your conversations.
c. Adding the meaning behind the feeling is effective because it Communicates 

your understanding of what the experience means to the client.
d. "You feel..........because........."     Using the "You feel .......... because.........."

formula, identify and insert the appropriate feeling word after the words 
"You feel" and add the reason you think the client feels that way after the 
word "because".  This response is a complete response to a feeling statement
and is always an appropriate response in a counseling situation.

Practice identifying feelings and meanings.  (Use the same round-robin style
that you used for practicing identifying feelings.  Don't forget to encourage 
their use of the Feeling Words List and Role-playing Situations handouts.)

Encourage their efforts.  (You may want to use phrases like:  "That's right.", 
"You're getting it!", "Now you've got the idea.", "This group is making 
progress!")

6. Variations:
a. Feeling is at the END   This is one of strongest ways to respond because it 

puts the feeling where it will be remembered by the client.  Words like  
"when", "that", "since", etc. may be substituted for "because".

b. Feeling is in the MIDDLE
c. Use an ANALOGY, i.e. "Since you've told me, because of what you've read, 

you don't want to supplement your baby with high-iron formula but your 
doctor says it's necessary, you must feel like you are caught between a rock 
and a hard place."

 d. Share your OWN EXPERIENCE:  Recall how you felt in a similar situation,
and communicate your feelings and reasons for feeling that way to the 
mother.  When using this technique, be sure to maintain the focus on the 
client's situation, not the counselor's!

e. Feeling as an EXCLAMATION: i.e. "Bummer!", "Wow!"
f. Use your VOICE TONE
g. Practice varying responses.  (After the members of the group have mastered 

identifying feelings and meanings, go on to build on the skills by having 
them practice adding variety to their reflective-listening statements.  You may
want to say something like, "We have mastered identifying the feeling and 
acknowledging the reasons for the feeling, but our formula, "You 
feel..........because..........." isn't flexible enough to use all the time in 
conversation.  We're going to practice varying that pattern, and explore ways 
to make our responses more conversational, always making sure we are 
including the feeling and the meaning in our reflective-listening response.")

7. If the counselor has difficulty identifying the client's feelings
a. Because none of us can ever be sure we know exactly how someone else is 

feeling, we can work on keeping our reflective feedback statements tentative 
by using such phrases as "What I hear you saying is..." "It sounds to me 
like you're feeling..." " It seems to me that..." "Tell me if I've got this 
right,....." "This is the picture I'm getting."  "So, what  you're saying is..."

b. A sincere attempt to understand how someone is feeling will be appreciated.  
If you mis-identify the feeling someone is experiencing, they will let you 
know, and you can try again!
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c. In a one-to-one or group counseling situation, if you just cannot pick up on 
how a particular mother is feeling, and it is important that you do so, try to sit 
next to her or near her and quietly mimic her breathing patterns and 
unobtrusively mimic her body language.  You will soon begin to actually feel 
the way she feels!

8. Answering Questions:
a. FIRST:"  Differentiate between questions asking you for Facts or Opinion

The PC's will receive requests for opinions and requests for information.  
See if they can identify what is being requested in each of the following 
questions:)
"What do you think about that new Peer Counselor?"
"Who should I call for breastfeeding information?"
"Did you like today's PC training session?"
"After my baby is born, how long will it take for my milk to come in?"

b. If asked for an OPINION, such as question which begins  "What do you 
think about...?"
Sometimes, in casual conversation, it may be appropriate to respond with 
one's opinion.
In a counseling situation, and also in casual conversations, an empathetic, 
reflective listening response is the preferred response to a request for an 
opinion or advice.  Examples -  (Ask PC's to create an empathetic, reflective 
listening response to the following):

"What do you think about that new Peer Counselor?"
"Did you like today's PC training session?"
"That mother allows her one-year-old to sleep with her in her bed at night!  
What do you think of that?"

Encourage the PC's efforts.

c. If asked for a FACT, such as a question which begins  "Is there anything in 
print about...?"

A direct answer may be all that is necessary when asked for information.

It may be necessary to use an empathetic, reflective listening response when 
one is asked for information but more facts are needed, i.e. Question   "How 
do you wean a baby?"  Response - "It sounds as if you want to wean your 
baby but are stumped about how to go about it."

It may be necessary to combine factual information with an empathetic, 
reflective listening response, i.e.  Same question - "How do you wean a 
baby?"  Combined response - "There are many different ways to go about 
weaning a baby.  It sounds as if you want to wean but are stumped about 
how to go about it."

9. Asking Questions
a. Open-Ended style questions elicit more information
b. Who, What, How, Describe..... Tell me more about..... (Examples:  "Who is 

helping you with housekeeping while you care for your baby?"  "What are 
you doing about getting enough rest?"  How many times a day does the 
baby nurse?"  "Describe to me what the baby's bowel movements look like."  
"Tell me more about how your sore nipples feel when the baby latches on 
and begins nursing.")
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c. Never ask a question to which you already know the answer.  This creates 
distrust.

10. TRANSITION TO INFORMATION:  Helpful Phrases  (Once the counselor 
clearly understands the client's situation and feeling about her situation, it is time 
to move on to imparting information.  The counselor may need, from time to 
time, to back up and return to reflective listening, and then move on again.  
Frequently, the client will propose a solution to her problem herself after her 
feelings have been acknowledged and her situation becomes more clear to her 
with the help of your feedback.  If the client cannot come up any possible 
solutions on her own, the counselor may make suggestions to the client - always 
keeping in mind that is the mother's decision about what she will do.)
a. "According to (name source)...."
b. "Have you considered...."
c. "What would happen if....?"
d. "Is it possible....?"
e. "I can think of several possibilities. (List briefly) Do any of them sound 

helpful?"
f. "Many mothers have found...."
g. "What's your feeling about...."
h. "Some babies seem to need...."

11. GIVING INFORMATION
a. Give in small pieces
b. Get feedback: verbal or bodily response
c. On phone, check for voice tone and pauses
d. Ask client to restate information you gave her, as she understands it, for your

clarification
e. Write down, or have client write down, or send to the client, lengthy 

information in writing
f. Recommend a book, reprint or information sheet

F. Questions from participants

NOTE: This module adapted from the Eastern US La Leche Program in Human Relations 
Enrichment


